Aeon Grande Chandelier
DESCRIPTION
The Aeon Grande Chandelier by Tech Lighting is a dynamic
modern interpretation of tree branches that creates a playful
motif in any space. Elongated arms feature direct and indirect
light for a dramatic sculptural look in residential or commercial
lighting applications. This ultracontemporary chandelier is
ideal for dining room lighting, living room lighting and family
room lighting. Match the Aeon Grande Chandelier to your
precise taste preferences by choosing from one of three on
trend finishes. The Aeon Grande Chandelier can carry into other
areas of your space as this collection is available as a pendant,
wall sconce, flush mount and liner suspension. The integrated
LED lamp is fully dimmable to create the desired ambiance in
any space. For a list of compatible dimmers please refer to
dimming chart for more information. Includes 120277 volt
universal 60 watt, 3360 delivered lumen, 3000K LED linear
modules. Dimmable with lowvoltage electronic, triac, or 010v
dimmer. Fixture provided with 36 inches of variable rigid stems
(includes one 12 inch & two 24 inch stems) in coordinating
finish. Can be installed on a sloped ceiling up to 45°.
INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagon electrical box. Adaptable to a
sloped ceiling application. Up to 42° slope.
WEIGHT
8.59lb / 3.864.08kg ±
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ORDERING INFORMATION
700AEON

FINISH

LAMP

B MATTE BLACK
W MATTE WHITE

LED930 LED 90 CRI 3000K 120V277 UNV

Chandelier has arms that can pivot 135° (top tier arms pivoting upwards, bottom tier arms pivoting downwards).
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